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Preface
June 6, 2022, time for Apple’s annual Worldwide Developers Conference (WWDC). Building on the
success of the past two years of virtual events, the WWDC kicked off with a two-hour online keynote
session, allowing millions of creative and innovative developers to get access to the latest iOS, iPadOS,
macOS and watchOS features.
With the launch of an all new MacBook Air powered by the new M2 chip, Apple puts the MacBook Air at
the same height as the MacBook Pro range. And with newly added collaboration and multitasking tools
like Stage Manager and Freeform - available on iPhone, iPad and Mac - and innovative features such as
customizable lock screens, we notice a significant impact on your modern workplace.
On top, with more and more users outside of the secured corporate parameter, security is of the utmost
importance. With Passkeys, Rapid Security Response, and new MDM features, Apple aims at supporting
your business even better at enrolling and managing a future-proof and secure modern workplace.
Developer beta-versions have been released, allowing developers to immediately experiment with and
assess the latest software innovations. The public beta will be available as of July. The official launch is
planned for this fall.
Relying on the latest information from the Apple website, publicly available third-party sources and
common sense, this whitepaper dives into those new features that deliver a true enterprise value or
facilitate data security/privacy. Please note that this document doesn’t summarize all new OS features. A
complete list can be retrieved on www.apple.com. If you have a developer account, check out the
enterprise resources for detailed protocol and profile reference details.
This document, written by Mobco from Björn Kemps, Gertjan Timmermans, Ulrik Van Schepdael, Wouter
Troost and Margot Vanlaet, tackles both small enhancements and major business features to get you up
to speed in no time.
Happy reading!
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1 Before you start
1.1 A warning on the beta programs
You should be aware that your employees have the possibility to take part in the OS beta and public beta
programs unless you tell them not to.
There’s no security risk as the MDM protocol is not changing. However, your management system will not
recognize the exact mobile OS version and could take unexpected measures such as quarantining the device in
question. Besides, certain apps might not be working correctly or might fail to work on beta OS versions. Please
keep in mind that a roll-back to a previous OS version is not supported.

1.2 The added value of AppleSeed for IT
Apple has developed a program for enterprise customers who want to test all pre-release
changes to Apple software, pre-installed apps and deployment-related apps for their
organization. This includes iOS, iPadOS, macOS, tvOS, watchOS, pre-installed apps
such as Mail and Calendar, and Profile Manager.
With this program, IT professionals are able to evaluate the latest pre-release software
versions in their unique work environments and offer feedback directly to Apple
engineering teams.
When you give Apple feedback, you ensure that the new software works in your business environment. You also
give your users confidence that the technology will support them as soon as it’s released.
Customers with Apple Business Manager are eligible to participate in AppleSeed for IT. Each participant must
have a managed Apple ID provided by their organization and an email associated with their managed Apple ID.
Managed Apple ID’s with the role of staff can’t participate.
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2 Apple Silicon: the introduction of M2
Apple first introduced Apple Silicon to the world during its
Worldwide Developers Conference held in 2020, with a plan to
ditch Intel chips on a very aggressive two-year schedule. Looking
at Apple’s Mac(Book) lineup, almost all the devices have made
the shift over to Apple Silicon.
After M1, which was followed by M1 Pro, M1 Max, and M1 Ultra,
Apple has revealed the details of the second generation of Apple
Silicon, M2. As with the M1-series, the M2 focuses on energy
efficiency and comes with general performance enhancements.
Just like its predecessor, the M2 is a 5 nanometers chip with an
eight-core CPU, but with a modest speed bump. The biggest
movement can be situated on the GPU front, shifting from a 7core and 8-core GPU for the M1 to 10-cores for M2. In short, the
M2 offers an 18 percent faster CPU and a 35 percent graphics
performance boost compared to its predecessor, making it more
powerful and energy efficient. Due to these architectural improvements, Apple claims to extend battery life up to
18 hours.
On top, the newest addition to the Apple Silicon family has a 40 percent faster neural engine – 16-cores – and 24
GB of fast unified memory, which will please many who felt limited by the 16 GB of the M1 chip.
Owners of the M1 Max and M1 Ultra shouldn’t be worried about this change as M2 is more of an entry-level chip
in the range, followed by the Pro, Max, and Ultra variants. The new chips will debut in the new MacBook Air 2022
and13-inch MacBook Pro, which are expected to hit the market in July.
Interesting for business? Of course! The M2 comes with general performance enhancements
and an extended battery life, resulting in an outstanding user experience, while saving your
business money on energy bills.
•
•
•

Operational efficiency: *****
User experience: *****
Security: N/A
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3 What’s new in MDM?

While most of this document zooms in on the new enterprise relevant features per operating system, this chapter
describes the new Mobile Device Management features that are being developed.
For the hardcore IT mobility experts, this is probably the most interesting chapter!
New developments in the fields of Identity, payloads, up to the completely renewed Declarative Device
Management.
If you want to learn all the details, please subscribe to our upcoming masterclasses at Apple Brussels and check
out the developer webpages on apple.com! A whole new documentation section covers every single detail on
the new technology.

3.1 Device deployment with Apple Configurator
The Device Enrollment Program, available through Apple Business Manager, has
been available for several years and allows IT professionals to automatically link
newly acquired corporate devices to their device management platform of choice.
This enforced enrollment strategy means a perfect user experience, as the devices
are ready for work just a few moments after their unpacking. On top, this platform
foresees an extra physical security measure that ensures that the devices can only be
activated using corporate accounts.
For those business where device management is just not cost efficient, Apple previously introduced the Apple
Configurator for iPhone. This means the IT professional can predefine settings and provision Apple Mac
computers by just scanning the computer with the iPhone.
The new Apple Configurator for iPhone is adding support for all Apple devices. This means you can now use the
app to provision both Apple Mac computers, iPads and iPhones. The ideal solution if you want to speed up
provisioning, but don’t want to go through the hassle of setting up a device management platform.
From our perspective, a perfect fit for companies with between 5 and 25 people.
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3.2 Declarative Device Management
Previously Apple announced the Declarative Device Management. A new way of managing devices that requires
only light weight server controls.
Today, 2022, we still see low to no adoption for the simple reason that many of the MDM platform vendors are
still figuring out how to integrate this new model into their existing procedures.
Declarative means that the device is not only receiving configuration and security profiles, it is also receiving the
logic on how and when to apply those. It removes the requirement of having constant MDM connection to the
platform to decide what should be executed on the mobile device. In a Declarative world, the only time that the
device should connect back to the mother ship is when new rules or configurations are introduced.
When looking at all the different evolutions, certainly in the domain of Identity and Single Sign On, the Declarative
Device Management does makes a lot more sense than traditional Mobile Device Management. By enforcing
‘rules’ on the device, it is now possible to execute those rules in real-time without having to rely on a Mobile
Device Management platform to connect, read, evaluate and send back instructions.
It’s still early days for enterprises to step in, given the limited support from existing management platforms, but it
is a topic to discover now. This new method of managing devices is build for the modern workplace!
Interested in learning more already, check out https://developer.apple.com/documentation/devicemanagement
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3.3 Business Manager and Google Workspace
In previous versions of Business Manager there was the mandatory support for Microsoft Azure AD, the industry
standard.

Apple is now adding support for Google Workspace through a Federated Authentication feature. This allows
users, using Google Workspace as their corporate identity provider, to leverage their corporate credentials as
managed apple ID.

3.4 OAuth 2 support is here…
And with that a whole range of IDP’s is becoming available to allow the MDM server to verify the identity of the
users.
The OAuth 2 is added as authoriation mechanism on iOS and iPadOS 16.
This mechanism can be used in conjunction with the account driven user enrolment flow.
At the same time it supports improved security with a silent refresh of the token without bothering the user to reenter its credentials.
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3.5 Enrolment Single Sign On for BYOD
Building further upon the last described feature to enhance the user experience, Apple is launching the
Enrolment Single Sign On feature.
It’s a new and faster method to enroll personal devices in MDM and it allows the users to access the corporate
websites and apps with a single authentication.
The new technology is combing account driven enrolment with extensible SSO, already introduced on iOS 13.
The BYOD process is app based and delivers upon promise: sign in once and gain access to all corporate
information.
This feature will only be available in later versions of iOS 16.

3.6 Platform Single Sign On for macOS
Single Sign On Extensions are available for quite a while now since iOS 13 and
macOS Catalina.
To enable this feature, the user has to enter its credentials after logging into the
device, that’s two times in a row.
If the organisation, as many of customer do, uses Kerberos, the counter goes to
three.
This means that a user currently is entering three times its credentials, and most of
the time these are the very same, to finally benefit from a Single Sign On
experience.
So we could use some extra magic here: Platform SSO!
With this feature, the user has to log in once to unlock the device, and as from that point, the user has
automatically access to all corporate information and apps.
To enable this feature, the platform makes the token from the login process available to the Kerberos and SSO
Extension.
The first time, the device is unlocked with a local account password, which also allows decryption of the file
system on the device. The ‘local account’ is crucial to enable the user to log in when being offline or when using
captive networks blocking clear access to the corporate IDP. From then on the IDP password can be used for
unlock. In case the password would change, the Platform SSO will validate that change on unlock of the device.
Platform SSO is a fully integrated protocol and is to be considered as the modern replacement for AD binding
and mobile accounts.
It should be noted, the IDP is constantly requested to validate the password of the user, it is only consulted
when the user is entering a new password at unlock or when the platform needs to retrieve new SSO tokens.
This means this feature does NOT block attempts from the user to log into the computer based on responses
from the IDP. If the AD account is locked, the user can still access the device. For this particular use case Apple
is referring to MDM, or alternative methods such as the mobco Workplace platform, to revoke access to the
device.
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3.7 Software Updates and Rapid Security Response
Please verify the different OS paragraphs.
A new command has been added to the MDM list to push a priority
installation of an OS update on a device, even when in Power Nap mode.
When sending this command with a high priority tag, it mimics as if the
user has requested the update himself and will trigger the process
instantly.
This feature is only supported for minor OS updates, given the significant
impact it might have on the user experience.

-

With the Rapid Security Response feature Apple is providing security updates without impacting the firmware on
the device and without chaning or adding features to the OS.
Although this eliminates the requirement for testing new updates versus all provided corporate services, the
MDM protocal is introducing new keys for this feature:
Enforcing the Rapid Security Response by blocking the user from switching this feature ‘off’
Disable the feature all together if your company wants to eliminate this feature

3.8 Allow USB accessories on macOS
Given about everything is USB connected, the device, in this case the mac computer, needs extra protection.
While the user prompted to allow data flowing to and from connected peripherals, it also requires extra MDM
controls.
New for macOS is to allow all USB devices to connect without any limitation. When not set, a maximum of three
days before the user is prompted to allow a connected accessory. This will bypass the user consent.
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3.9 MDM Friendly Migration
A new control allowing minimal fuss for the end-user when migrating from Device Management platform A to B.
The mobco Workplace platform provides a great experience when migrating between MDM systems. The
biggest advantage is that the migration itself is put on a user level and not a system level. This means the user
can migrate whenever he is ready to go through the process and initiates that process with a single click.
A system level migration would mean all users are required to go through the action at the same time. A clear
advantage for the mobco Workplace platform.
With the keys provided by Apple to support a Friendly Migration, we can further enhance that process and
leverage even more the mobco Workplace platform by streamlining the actual process.
Be ready for more news and demo’s on this feature in 2022 Masterclasses and mobco Workplace
documentation.

3.10 DNS Proxy and Web Content Filter on a per-app basis
Apple is adding per-app network features that were previously only available on a device
wide basis: DNS Proxy and Web Content Filter.
This is typically very interesting for User Enrollment where only per-app VPN for managed
apps was available to access corporate information over private networks.
DNS Proxy and Web Content Filer secure traffic for apps and are similar to per-app VPN.
App developers are not impacted at all, this a MDM configuration only.
As of iOS 16 and iPadOS 16 the DNS Proxy and Web Content Filter can be pushed to all managed apps on the
device.
On managed devices, thes can even be combined with device wide settings.
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3.11 Managing eSIM and MDM
For eSIM we identify multiple use cases where MDM can play an
important role.
There is first the provisioning of new devices, clearly the most common
use case.
Next we see the need for support when migrating between carriers and
configuring multiple carriers on one device, typically interesting when
travelling and roaming.
The MDM will have to perform two main tasks to accomplish the above
described mission:
•
•

It needs to query the device and provide that information to the
carrier
It needs to have the ability to install a new eSIM on the device

•

Note: The device is identified for eSIM using EID, a unique identifier available on the latest editions of the
Apple cellular models. Note that when dual eSIM is supported, the device will return two unique EID’s when
being queried for subscriber info through MDM. EID is one of four identifiers to set-up a new eSIM on a
device (EID, IMEI, Serial, Phone number).

•

Already today, the MDM admins and platforms such as mobco Workplace, have the ability to collect all that
information.

•
•
•
•

On iOS 16 and iPadOS 16 the process to provision eSIM will work as follows:
The MDM collects all subscriber info from the managed device
MDM send this data to the carrier
The carrier will provision the eSIM following their agreement and will makes these available on provisioning
URL’s
The MDM will initiate a Refresh Cellular Plan command to the device including the provisioning URL
The device connects to the carrier and downloads the information containing for eSIM provisioning
When the eSIM is available, it will be automatically downloaded and installed without any user interaction

•
•
•

Additionally, MDM will be able to control the user to remove or install additional eSIM on the device. This means
it’s no longer possible for a user to intentionally swap SIM’s.
Even when the device is erased, the MDM controls can prevent the eSIM information to be erased from the
device.
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3.12 Accessibility Settings controlled by MDM
Prior to iOS 16 and iPadOS 16 the accessibility settings all had to done by the
user.
As of now, the MDM can help out in this area.
Typical settings here are font size, voice over enabled, zoom, bold text, reduced
motion, etc..
The most popular settings are available for MDM and can be overruled by the
user.

3.13 Install apps during Setup
In iOS 16 and iPadOS 16, the IT administrator can decide to immediately install apps
during setup of the device.
In a typical MDM scenario, the apps are only installed after activation and registration
of the device, leaving a small gap of several minutes between access to a functional
device and being ready for work.

Now, the apps can be installed during the “AwaitDeviceConfigured” state.
This creates a bit longer waiting time for the user before actually gaining access to the functional device, but
most importantly here is that the functional device will immediately be configured for work – including all apps!
Allow Mail Privacy
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3.14 Device Attestation
One of the key challenges in today’s IT world with distributed cloud service
providers, modern workplace tools and the fact the ‘corporate network’ no longer
exists, is to ensure that the device that is connecting to your service/network/app,
is really the device it claims to be.
Typically, we have been solving this issue by distributing device-specific
certificates to managed devices. In combination with the controlled Certificate
Revocation List, it is possible to allow only those devices that are under
management – since these are the only ones that can receive the certificate – on
your service/network/app.
And when we are limiting our scope to mobile hardware running the latest operating systems, such as iOS and
iPadOS, that is just perfect.
But, … depending on the Apple device and OS, the stored certificate is protected differently inside the MDM
controlled profiles. When applying to macOS, the MDM profile installation containing the certificate will require
an installation of that very same certificate, including private key, in the keychain of the OS. That means that the
administrator of the computer has the ability to overcome the copy restriction of the certificate. Although the
certificate is issued as device specific, it is not possible to verify the same.
With Device Attestation, Apple is taking the final step by ensuring that the device it claims to be, is the managed
device you would like to provide access to. The Secure Enclave on the managed device generates an
Attestation that can be used to control VPN access, Wi-Fi access and MDM access.
At the same time, it contains the version of the active OS on the device.
With Device Attestation Apple is providing a secure method for accessing your corporate services for managed
devices.
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4 iOS 16
4.1 Availability
iOS 16, the headliner of the event, simply because of the sheer number of iPhone (business) users on the
planet. After a successful reception of iOS 15 in 2021, the expectations were quite high, but Apple managed to
tackle them by introducing plenty of new business features with the release of iOS 16.
Apple has followed a traditional schedule of announcing its latest iOS updates at its yearly developer focused
WWDC, followed by a public release in September. The developer beta is available now, the public beta (for
those without a registered developer account) will arrive in July.
Please read our recommendation in the introduction of this paper on installing beta software on your business
device!

4.2 Compatibility
The new iOS 16 drops support for the iPhone SE, 6S, 6S Plus and 7, 7 Plus. That leaves a great range of devices
with full support. It also indicates the expected lifetime of the Apple smartphones as the iPhone 6S was
introduced in September 2015, that will be 7 seven years ago when iOS 16 will be available.
For Apple iPhone 8 and above, you’ll be able to install the new version of iOS when it’s released in September
2022. An illustration on the supported devices.
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4.3 Accessibility features
On May 19, Apple already announced a selected number of new
features coming to iOS 16, iPadOS, and watchOS 9 in celebration of
Global Accessibility Awareness Day. Door Detection, Live Captions and
Apple Watch Mirroring will bring additional ways for users with disabilities
to navigate, connect and get the most out of their Apple products.
First things first. To support low vision users, Apple introduces Door
Detection, a cutting-edge navigation feature that automatically locates
doors upon arrival at a new destination and informs the user on the
distance to the door, if it’s open or closed, and whether it can be opened
by pushing or turning a knob.
Besides, Apple launches Live Captions, a feature that allows your device to produce captions in real time for
literally any type of audio content, including FaceTime calls. Best of all, the tech captions are not limited to apps,
Apple claims you can even use the technology to have a chat with the person sitting next to you.
Lastly, Apple announces Apple Watch Mirroring that lets you see the iPhone’s existing assistive features as
alternatives to tapping the Apple Watch display.
Interesting for business? Yes, these newly released accessibility features allow a greater
inclusion of people with disabilities in your organization.
•
•
•

Operational efficiency: *****
User experience: *****
Security: N/A

4.4 Customizable lock screen
Ever since the introduction of the iPhone 13, rumors
were swirling about Apple finally implementing an
always-on display with time, date, notifications, and
other data absorbable at a glance. It didn’t. With iOS
16, Apple did introduce a customizable lock screen,
which might be the first step towards introducing
this always-on display.
The new lock screen allows you to select from
different styles and add different widgets. You can
even create multiple lock screens. This way you can
connect a certain lock screen to a certain focus
mode on your device to, for example, make sure that while at work, you don’t get live sports notifications.
The new WidgetKit also allows developers to bring live content to the lock screen, so that you don’t have to
unlock your phone to see or read the things that are happening in real time.
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The lock screen content has always been a critical security component, where privacy issues may occur.
Reading your email or message headers on your lock screen might be handy, but it’s also true for those who
don’t have your device password. This has been addressed through MDM restrictions limiting the exposure on
the lock screen for information coming from corporate accounts (email and calendar). With the new WidgetKit
opening up so much more information on a ‘locked’ iPhone, a new range of restrictions will be needed to ensure
that corporate information remains secure.
Interesting for business? Yes, when your lock screen configuration is intertwined with your
Focus settings, it will improve the concentration of the employee. On top, the new WidgetKit
brings new possibilities to the lock screen, making it easier than ever to move through all the
data on your mobile device.
•
•
•

Operational efficiency: ***
User experience: ****
Security: **

4.5 Web Push Notifications
Later, in 2023, Apple will introduce Web Push Notifications, an opt-in based service that allows users to receive
notifications through Safari.
The commercial and marketing minds among you might see great opportunities, but also in terms of business
application it turns out to be the missing link between ‘get the app’ and ‘work in the browser’.
If we think about the work we currently do in a browser, that might look like an app, it’s huge: your CRM, ERP, …
It’s all web-based, and these “apps” are all ‘reactive’. With this new feature, these “apps” become proactive and
almost on-par with the native apps running on iOS.
Interesting for business? Yes, because it brings business web apps on the same level as native
apps that require installation.
•
•
•

Operational efficiency: *****
User experience: *****
Security: *****
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4.6 See your Wi-Fi password
On several occasions, you might want to share the Wi-Fi
password of the network you’re already connected to. It
might even be with yourself when wanting to work on
your computer.
This feature clearly improves the user experience, but
creates a security concern for companies pushing Wi-Fi
passwords to devices through MDM profiles. On the
other hand, if security is a real concern, it should not
(only) rely on a password. We expect to see new MDM
restrictions where this feature can be disabled.

Interesting for business? Yes, because many users have different eco-systems in their modern
workplace, making automatic password sharing unusable.
•
•
•

Operational efficiency: **
User experience: *****
Security: *

4.7 User permission for clipboard access
The copy-paste restriction has forever been on the wishlist of the IT Security department, recently added to the
MDM restrictions list, as this feature disables the copy-paste of content between corporate and non-corporate
applications.
Clearly interesting enough to hand this feature over to the consumer, as well as to better control where content is
flowing to. Although this doesn’t (or shouldn’t) impact well controlled professional smartphones, it does improve
personal data privacy.
Interesting for business? No, but data privacy is not only a corporate concern.
•
•
•

Operational efficiency: *
User experience: ***
Security: *
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4.8 Siri listens
With the upgraded OS, the personal assistant Siri also got a boost in functionalities. One
interesting feature is the ability to hang-up calls by mentioning “Hey Siri, hang-up”. The
‘interesting’ bit is that the person on the other end of the call hears you say the command
and that Siri is continuously monitoring your call – just in case you need her.
At first hand, a feature that could boost the user experience for those of us going 100%
hands free (like while driving). For others, a concern as we understand from other Siri enhancements that not ‘all’
information is sent to Apple servers.
Interesting for business? Not clear at this point in time.
•
•
•

Operational efficiency: *
User experience: ****
Security: *

4.9 Rapid Security Response
Updates for the Operating System come in three forms. There are bug fixes, new
functionalities and security patches. In previous versions of iOS the type of update
didn’t matter, all of them required a full OS update to be installed.
When running a business and managing many devices, it’s impossible to enable
automatic OS updates. For every iteration it is mandatory to test all business
functionalities and updates have been proven to sometimes break what was working
before.
IT Security had a serious dilemma: enforcing automatic updates with the possibility of rendering the entire fleet
useless, OR disabling updates and leaving the entire fleet of devices unprotected.
With the new Rapid Security Response, this dilemma is removed and becomes a nobrainer for all businesses
and users. Security updates are to be installed automatically and as soon as possible.
While the MDM controls will allow the possibility of disabling the automatic security update, we do believe more
IT security professionals will enforce automatic updates.
Interesting for business? Yes, it’s mandatory to have security updates, while other updates
require testing before deployment.
•
•
•

Operational efficiency: ***
User experience: **
Security: *****
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4.10 Unsend iMessage
Unsending messages and correcting messages is a feature available in other
messaging platforms and is now coming to the native Apple messaging service.
Although the business value is low and it only works when the receiving party is using
iOS 16 too, it will eliminate a lot of “autocorrect” frustrations.

Interesting for business? No, but it helps limit the sending of correction messages.
•
•
•

Operational efficiency: **
User experience: ***
Security: N/A

4.11 Safety first
The health and safety of your employees is undoubtably of the upmost importance. Apple
perks you up by introducing an updated version of the Health app that, among others,
expands the sleep tracking functionality and medicine management. More on this in the Apple
Watch section.

Interesting for business? Yes, healthier employees are happier and more productive.
•
•
•

Operational efficiency: N/A
User experience: ****
Security: N/A
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4.12 FaceID in landscape

Users with an iPad were already able to use this feature on the recent Pro models, but now it will be available on
iPhone too. You are no longer required to tilt your iPhone to a vertical position to unlock it, make payments, fill in
your password, etc. A marginal gain of a few seconds, but it can take away a bit of annoyance. Compatibility is
unknown at this stage, but it will probably only be supported as of the iPhone 13.
Interesting for business? Not really.
•
•
•

Operational efficiency: ***
User experience: ***
Security: N/A

4.13 Use your preferred 3rd party authentication app by default
If you prefer using apps like Microsoft Authenticator over the built-in Passwords in iOS,
you can now set such an app as the default go-to app to generate your 2nd factor. This
feature is also reducing the number of times you need to rely on SMS 2FA, which is
more and more considered as open to abuse. You can change the default when setting
up verification codes.

Interesting for business? Yes, this is a safer and faster way to gain access to (corporate)
resources.
•
•
•

Operational efficiency: ***
User experience: *****
Security: *****
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5 iPadOS 16
5.1 Availability
iPadOS brought much-needed changes to Apple’s tablet-focused operating system to enhance working in
today’s modern workplace. By revealing iPadOS 16, Apple introduces several exciting updates to reinforce iPad
owners to work anywhere, anytime and on any device. Much like the new features in iOS16, enabling new
collaboration and multitasking opportunities, taking the versatility of iPad even further.
The developer preview of iPadOS 16 is available to Apple Developer Program members starting today, and a
public beta version will be available to iPadOS users next month.
iPadOS 16 will be generally available later this year, most likely around September, just like other years. It’s worth
noting that some new features, like Stage Manager, won’t work on every iPad as they are exclusively powered by
Apple M1 processor.

5.2 Compatibility
iPadOS 16 can be installed on the following devices:

This means we are losing support for the iPad Air 2, a device introduced in 2014. The oldest device on this list is
the first-generation iPad Pro, a device launched in November 2015. Being the most expensive range in the iPad
line-up, it makes sense to support it for a longer period.
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5.3 Work collaboratively with Freeform
Much like a digital whiteboard, Freeform is essentially a note-taking app
with collaboration features, supported by the Apple Pencil and natively
integrated with FaceTime. Adding notes, drawings, pictures, and links
while working together on the same document, check. Changes are
mentioned in the group thread in Messages.
An ideal tool in today’s modern workplace with hybrid setups, burying
other collaborating apps demanding subscription payments.
At this point, there’s no web-accessible version for non-Apple users,
making it exclusive for Apple devices. Hopefully, Apple will launch a web
service of Freeform, just like they did with FaceTime and Pages.
Interesting for business? Yes, for companies completely running on Apple, collaboration can get
a big boost when using this feature.
•
•
•

Operational efficiency: ****
User experience: ****
Security: N/A

5.4 New smart tools in Mail
No regrets, that’s what Apple is going for with the new tools introduced
in Mail. Canceling the delivery of a message before it reaches the
recipient’s inbox, scheduling an email to be sent at the appropriate
moment or getting a notification when you forgot to include an
attachment? Check!
In addition, the all-new search experience delivers more accurate
results by correcting typos and using synonyms for the search term,
allowing an enhanced search result.

Interesting for business? Yes, have you ever sent a mail without its attachment? That’s what we
figured…
•
•
•

Operational efficiency: ***
User experience: ***
Security: N/A
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5.5 Improved Safari browsing security
Apple committed a murder… But before you start to worry, it’s a good thing. Announced during its WWDC 2022,
the arrival of Passkey, a next-generation credential that will make it safer to log in to apps and websites on any
device. So, Apple just killed the password.
Passwords are considered problematic because they are stored on web servers, allowing hackers to gain
access. Passkeys make it simple to sign in securely, using Touch ID or Face ID for biometric verification, and
iCloud Keychain to sync with end-to-end encryption.
This feature will also be introduced by Microsoft and Google, making it available for all platforms and devices.
Our opinion? Passkeys could be one of the best enhancements announced during the WWDC this year.
Passwords have been known for data leaks for a long time as users aren’t always that creative when it comes to
passwords and their strength. Passkeys will help these users increase data security drastically without effort.
Interesting for business? Yes, this is the first shift to a passwordless modern workplace.
•
•
•

Operational efficiency: ***
User experience: *****
Security: *****

5.6 Multitasking like a pro
Taking advantage of the power of the M1 chip, Stage Manager
gives users a fresh way to multitask with multiple overlapping
windows and full external display support. Stage Manager
automatically organizes your apps and windows, enabling quick
switches between tasks.
For the first time on iPad, users are able to create overlapping
windows in a single view, drag and drop windows and create
groups of apps. The currently used app window is displayed at
the center of the screen. Other open windows are arranged on
the left-hand side of the screen.
Available on iPads with M1 (iPad Pro and iPad Air), Stage
Manager also supports full external display support with resolutions up to 6K, making it possible for users to
arrange the ideal workspace.
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Interesting for business? Yes, it’s the first time that you can use “Windows” on an iPad, making
it easier than ever to multitask. Say hello to higher efficiency and productivity.
•
•
•

Operational efficiency: *****
User experience: *****
Security: N/A

5.7 Virtual Memory Swap
Similar to Mac, the concept of virtual memory is now introduced to iPad. With Virtual Memory Swap, iPad storage
is used to expand the available memory for apps, with up to 16 gigabytes of memory supporting the most
demanding apps.
When the iPad is running out of memory, Virtual Memory Swap kicks in and uses the device’s storage to support
the open apps.
Note that this feature is only made available on iPads equipped with the M1.
Interesting for business? Yes, for those who regularly work with demanding apps, this feature
might come in handy.
•
•
•

Operational efficiency: ****
User experience: ****
Security: N/A
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6 macOS Ventura
6.1 Availability
In recent years, Mac fits into the Apple ecosystem more than ever. That’s not just due to the fact that iPad apps
are now working on Apple Silicon Macs, with Universal Control working across devices became easier as
business users can now use the same mouse and keyboard on their Macs and iPads.
With the announcement of macOS Ventura, Apple continues to give reasons for your business to stay in the
macOS ecosystem. While Apple announced the features coming to the next version of macOS during its
keynote session on June 6, the software will not be released until much later this year.
According to yearly custom, Apple launched the developer beta on June 6. The public beta will arrive
somewhere in July. The final version of macOS 13 will most likely arrive late October, early November.

6.2 Compatibility
As stated earlier in this whitepaper, chip development doesn’t stop at Apple. Even after the introduction of M2,
Apple developers will continue to adapt and optimize the operating system and programming interfaces to the
next generation of processors.
Different from macOS Monterey, which supported a ton of Macs, Apple is closing the gap between the Intel
Macs and its own by crossing the Mac models from 2014 through 2016 off the list. Below an overview of the
Macs running on Ventura:
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6.3 User permission for USB-C
As of macOS Ventura, new USB-C and Thunderbolt accessories will need to be approved by the user for wired
connections directly to the USB-C port. There is however a great upside to this story. The devices/accessories
you connect will charge, even if you chose “don’t allow” as the rules don’t apply to chargers and displays.
Configuration settings can be changed in the security settings, and vary from “Ask for new devices” to “Always
allow”, where the first one is the initial configuration. Apple also states that every approved device can connect
to a locked Mac for three days, and that the feature is only available for Macs with an Apple Silicon chip.
It will be interesting to learn if this security feature can be controlled by an MDM!
Interesting for business? Yes, another port protected against rogue USB devices, preventing the
transmission of malicious data.
•
•
•

Operational efficiency: ***
User experience: ***
Security: *****

6.4 System Preferences are now System Settings

In an effort of being on par with iOS and iPadOS, Apple
renamed its System Preferences app and redesigned it.
iOS/iPadOS users will recognize the sidebar and the order of
the settings in the app. A big step towards a more uniform user
experience across devices.

Interesting for business? Yes, uniformity decreases the number of support tickets.
•
•
•

Operational efficiency: ****
User experience: ****
Security: N/A
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6.5 FaceTime Handoff
Seamlessly flipping your FaceTime calls from your iPhone to
your Mac and back again? When you’re on a FaceTime call on
your iPhone and come close to another Apple device, the
device will recognize the call on your iPhone, giving you the
option to continue on a larger screen, such as a Mac or iPad.
This new feature works both ways, allowing the user to hand
calls off in either direction.

Interesting for business? Yes, working across devices becomes easier with the introduction of
this new feature, resulting in higher productivity and efficiency.
•
•
•

Operational efficiency: ***
User experience: ****
Security: N/A

6.6 Continuity Camera
Have you ever wished that you could use your iPhone’s excellent
camera instead of the one of your Mac during video calls? Your dream
is about to come true. By introducing Continuity Camera, you can
wirelessly connect your iPhone to your M1 or M2 Mac when it’s
nearby. From there, you can start making use of features as Center
Stage and Portrait Mode on your Mac. Third-party accessory makers
are designing stands so you can easily position your iPhone at the top
of the MacBook’s display. These will arrive this fall.

Interesting for business? No, but nice to have for those wanting to work with the best and
newest features on the market.
•
•
•

Operational efficiency: N/A
User experience: ***
Security: N/A
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6.7 Spotlight 2.0
Apple redesigned spotlight and made it a lot more powerful.
Results are brought together in a comprehensive view. You
can even have a quick look by pressing the space bar right
from the results.
On top, Spotlight enhanced its search capabilities. In photos, it
not only searches in the metadata, it is also searches in text on
pictures. Besides, Spotlight can identify the actions that you
want to take and suggests them live on screen. So, if you want
to set a timer, you can do so by simply typing “set timer”.
Interesting for business? Yes, looking for a specific file in the big pile of corporate information
becomes much easier.
•
•
•

Operational efficiency: ****
User experience: ****
Security: N/A

6.8 Features similar to iOS and iPadOS
Apple isn’t limiting some of its groundbreaking features to iPhone and iPad. Smart Tools in mail, improved safari
browser security - including Passkeys, Stage Manager and Freeform are also coming to macOS Ventura,
making working across devices easier than ever.

7 watchOS 9
7.1 Availability
The Apple Watch is the most popular watch in the world. Not just the most popular smartwatch, the most
popular watch. Part of its success is due to the way older models got better every year with the annual watchOS
updates. WatchOS 9 is to be released this fall, along with the new Apple Watch 8 series. The developer beta is
available as of June 6, the first public beta is to be expected early July.
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7.2 Compatibility
Apple releases watchOS 9 later this year for the Apple Watch Series 4 and newer, meaning that the Apple Watch
3 series drops out this year, even though the company is still selling it new. These are the models that will
support watchOS 9:

7.3 Physical and motor accessibility features
A new Apple Watch mirroring feature is to help users control their Apple Watch remotely through their paired
iPhone, meaning that the iPhone’s accessibility or assistive features such as Voice Control or Switch Control can
be used as alternatives to typing in the password of the Apple Watch.
Besides, Apple continues to build on its Assistive Touch feature that allows users to control the Apple Watch with
gestures. With Quick Actions, users can now answer or end a phone call, dismiss a notification, take a photo,
play or pause media, through a double-pinch gesture.
Interesting for business? Not sure at this point.
•
•
•

Operational efficiency: N/A
User experience: N/A
Security: N/A
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7.4 Notifications & reminders
Staying informed in the moment is a powerful part of today’s working from anywhere world. In
watchOS 9, notifications have been redesigned to be less interrupting, arriving with new slimline
banners when the Apple Watch is actively being used. On top, the Reminders app now lets
users add or edit key details such as date, time location and notes.

Interesting for business? Up to today, not sure.
•
•
•

Operational efficiency: N/A
User experience: N/A
Security: N/A

7.5 Productive anywhere, anytime
In its attempt to allow users to stay productive anywhere and on any device, Apple introduces an
updated calendar app with watchOS 9. Users can now create new events directly from the Apple
Watch.

Interesting for business? Yes. Say hello to scheduling meetings and other business
appointments when not having your phone at hand.
•
•
•

Operational efficiency: ***
User experience: ****
Security: N/A
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7.6 New watch faces

There are four new watch faces coming in watchOS 9. In addition to an updated Astronomy face, the Lunar
watch face gives users the option to follow a pre-modern calendar, important for various cultures and religions
around the world. The other two faces include a playful animated digital clock and a Metropolitan watch face,
that features custom numbers that change when users turn the digital crown. On top, old watch faces are
getting an update, and you get the option to pin favorite apps. Dogs and cats are supported in the portret face
now too.
Interesting for business? No, but always nice to have.
•
•
•

Operational efficiency: N/A
User experience: N.A
Security: N/A

7.7 Health tracking features
Health has been one of Apple’s priorities for years, a
priority that Apple takes a step further with its
upcoming watchOS software update, as watchOS 9
comes with tons of features that allow users to track
their health and fitness in the most efficient way.
With watchOS 9, Apple Watch is making a
convincing case against the best run watches. By
introducing several new running metrics – vertical
oscillation, stride length and ground contact time –
there are more ways to monitor your running
progress.
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Another metric coming to the Apple Watch is heart rate zones. Monitoring heart rate zones can help users get a
sense of their intensity levels and gives them insights in how hard they are working and how well they are
recovering. On top, those with an Apple Watch 4 or newer can use the Health app to review how their activities
impact arterial fibrillation and can even share this data with their doctors.
Apple’s sleep tracking has improved immensely since it first debuted two years ago. In watchOS9, the sleep app
will provide even more insight into how you are sleeping at night. Making use of the accelerometer and heart rate
monitor, the Apple Watch should be able to detect what stage of sleep the user is in and how much time he/she
spent in each stage overnight. Users will be able to track REM, core, and deep sleep.
With a new Medications app, finally, Apple enables Apple Watch users to track and manage medications directly
from their wrist. Although a large part of the medications experiment will take place in the Health apple, Apple
Watch users can receive live notifications and reminders to take medication. Apple has assured that health data
is encrypted on the device and will not be shared without the user’s explicit permission.
Interesting for business? Yes, a healthier employee is happier and more productive.
•
•
•

Operational efficiency: **
User experience: ****
Security: N/A
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8 New hardware
8.1 M2 MacBook Air
Although historically Apple’s WWDC is not an
event where hardware announcements are made,
Apple’s long awaited new entry-level notebook
makes its debut at this year’s WWDC. The latest
MacBook Air comes with a new design, four
colors, the M2 chip, a larger screen, and the return
of MagSafe.
A thinner and lighter design was rumored, and
that’s exactly what we got. The new MacBook Air’s
all-aluminum unibody is 20% smaller in volume, is
just 11,3 mm thick and weighs 1,2 kg. The new
design sees the return of the much-loved MagSafe
charging port, freeing up the two USB-C
Thunderbolt ports and preventing your MacBook
to fly off the desk when someone trips over the wire. On the opposite side is an audio jack which supports high
impedance headphones.
The MacBook Air 2022 has a Liquid Retina display of
13.6-inch, making space for a menu bar around the
camera notch. Inside the camera notch is a 1080p
FaceTime camera, which has two times the resolution
and light power of its predecessor. The upgraded
1080p webcam not only results in better quality during
video calls, but also abdicates the new MacBook Pro
who is stuck with the same old 720p camera.
The audio system is integrated between the keyboard
and the display and houses a three-mic array and
quad-speaker sound system with spatial audio. As
usual, the Magic Keyboard features a full-height row of
function keys and a fingerprint scanner for biometric
login.
Powered by the freshly announced M2 chip, which
Apple says has an 18 percent faster CPU, 35 percent
more powerful GPU and a 40 percent faster Neural
Engine than the M1 chip, the MacBook Air’s overall
performance is 20 percent higher compared to the
previous model, and five times compared to the older
Core i5 8th generation Air. It’s still fanless.
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Apple claims that the MacBook Air will last “all day” with 18 hours of video playback. And when you do need to
charge, optimal 67W fast charging will charge your device to 50% in only 30 minutes.
The MacBook Air comes in silver, space grey, starlight, and midnight - the latter two being new additions - and
starts at €1255,7 (excl. VAT) for 8 GB of central memory and 256 GB of storage. Apple’s newest notebook is
available as of July 2022. The previous model with M1 chip remains available for €1077,44 (excl. VAT).
Interesting for business? Yes, the new MacBook Air is a powerfull low-cost and portable entry
point into the macOS ecosystem.
•
•
•

Operational efficiency: ****
User experience: ****
Security: N/A
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8.2 MacBook Pro 2022
Unveiled alongside the new MacBook Air 2022, the
newest MacBook Pro is a refresh of the previous 13-inch
model but with an M2 chip. The design looks and feels
like its predecessor. You get the same ports, the same
weight and dimensions, the same screen size as before
and a touch bar.
The real change is under the hood, with Apple
advertising an M2-powered specs boost that can deliver
up to 20 hours of video playback, compared to 17 hours
for the previous M1 13-inch MacBook Pro. The new Pro
also goes much higher in RAM allocation than its
predecessor. You can go as high as 24 GB, up from 16
GB in 2020. While the battery remains the same, the device comes with a slightly faster USB-C charger, 67W
instead of 61W. Finally, the new MacBook Pro supports spatial audio, whereas its predecessor did not.
The new MacBook Pro goes for a starting price of €1.338,02 (excl. VAT) for the base model with 8 GB RAM and
256 GB storage, which is the same price as the previous M1 version also with 8 GB RAM and 256 GB storage.
The 13-inch MacBook Pro with M2 will be available as of next month. The 14” and 16” MacBook Pros with M1
Max and M1 Pro chips remain available.
Interesting for business? Yes, the power beast has been updated with the new M2 processor,
something you could expect from a high-end laptop.
•
•
•

Operational efficiency: ****
User experience: ****
Security: ****
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9 Contact Nomasis
Do you want to find out more about how Nomasis can help you take the next step in your Apple workplace
journey? Don't delay, get in touch today.

Operations and Support: mobile.support@nomasis.ch / +41 43 377 66 55
Sales: sales@nomasis.ch / +41 43 377 66 55
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